
Vol. 30 (1999) ACTA PHYSICA POLONICA B No 6LAUDATIOProfessor Bjørn Wiik is diretor general of DESY, professor at the Uni-versity of Hamburg and, what is partiularly nie for us, among other hon-ours he has been eleted foreign member of the Polish Aademy of Sienes.This eletion reognises his outstanding ontributions to siene. Suh on-tributions are a neessary, but by far not a su�ient ondition for the ele-tion. Equally appreiated were his unfailing friendliness and helpfulness topolish physiists and tehniians. He is onsidered a friend of our ommu-nity. This is the present situation, the latest instalment of a long story. Letme reapitulate brie�y the story sine its beginning.Bjørn Wiik was born on February 17-th 1937. This is a very good seasonof the year to be born for a physiist. Volta was born on the 18-th, Coper-nius on the 19-th and Boltzmann on the 20-th. He was born in Bruvik inNorway, attended the Gimnazjum (Gymnas in Norwegian) in Bergen andstudied physis, speialising in experimental nulear physis, in Germany atthe Tehnishe Hohshule in Darmstadt. In 1963 he got the Diploma orre-sponding to our magisterium. From this point on, things went signi�antlyfaster. After only two years, in 1965, he got his Ph.D. and the positionof a researh assoiate in SLAC. As every partile physiist knows, SLACis one of the apitals of world partile physis and getting a position therehas always been a great suess. In SLAC Bjørn Wiik worked on gammaproton and gamma deuteron interation. Sine this was more than 25 yearsago, some younger people in the audiene may not be aware how interestingand topial this work was. Let me illustrate that by just one fat. Out ofthe 14 papers signed by Bjørn Wiik in this period, eight were published inthe Physial Review Letters. In 1972 Bjørn Wiik returned to Europe. Theyears 1973-1974 witnessed a revolution in partile physis. The disovery ofneutral urrents and then of harm paved the way to the general aeptaneof what is now alled the standard model. Partile physis was not the sameany more. The large variety of models produed by variously inspired re-searhers got replaed by one theory, whih ould be tested or generalised,but where the basi assumptions were generally respeted.Bjørn Wiik got a position in DESY and has remained there ever sine.Only the energy of the olliding partiles he studied kept beoming largerand he kept getting more and more responsibilities. He worked �rst at theaelerator DORIS in the ollaboration DASP. This ollaboration got manybeautiful result, my favourite are those onerning partiles ontaining heavyquarks, but for lak of time I will not disuss them. Next he worked at theaelerator PETRA in the ollaboration TASSO. Again a wealth of resultswas obtained and I will desribe very brie�y one of them. In the late seven-ties it was lear that hadrons ontained besides the quarks and antiquarks(1741)



1742some other stu�. For instane, it was known from deep inelasti satter-ing that only about half of the momentum of a nuleon was arried by thequarks and antiquarks � the remaining half was arried by the other stu�. Itwas known that the deays of upsilon mesons were not into quark-antiquarkpairs � the other stu� was again important there. Sine quantum hro-modynamis was the theory of strong interations, it was usual to identifythe other stu� with gluons and to say that there is indiret evidene forthe existene of gluons. The problem of observing diretly the gluon mayseem simple. When an eletron and a positron annihilate, they produe aquark antiquark pair, whih hadronises into two jets. When the quark orthe antiquark emits a gluon, whih is su�iently well separated, this gluonprodues a third jet. The observation of this jet is a diret observation ofthe gluon. Atually the problem is muh harder than it looks at �rst sight.In order to produe three well-separated jets a rather high energy is nees-sary. Aording to estimates of Mrs Wu, who put muh work into variousMonte Carlo simulations, the entre of mass energy of the ollision has tobe above 22 GeV. Thus, DORIS gave no hane for the diret observationof gluons, while PETRA looked promising. Moreover, even if partiles wereprodued aording to phase spae, oasionally one would get an event,whih looked like a genuine three-jet event. Therefore, one had to �nd fea-tures, whih distinguished genuine three-jet events from events just lookinglike three jet events. Progress was rapid and fasinating. It was establishedthat the transverse momentum of the partiles with respet to the axis ofthe two jets inreases with energy. This is exatly what you expet, whenan I-shaped pattern goes over into an Y-shaped pattern. Then, it was foundthat the inrease of the transverse momenta is limited to a plane, while theout-of-the-plane omponents of the transverse momenta do not grow signif-iantly. This again agreed with the expeted evolution. After omparingwith experiment a number of other impliations of quantum hromodynam-is, the TASSO ollaboration was able to demonstrate in June 1979 thatthey really see gluon jets. Bjørn Wiik was the �rst to announe that inpubli. This happened at the Bergen onferene held from the 18-th to the22-nd of June 1979. About ten days later the same disovery was presentedat the Geneva onferene by another prominent TASSO member � PaulSöding. Two months later at the Fermilab onferene all the four ollabora-tions working at PETRA: TASSO, JADE, MARK II and PLUTO were ableto demonstrate that they see gluon jets. But seeing the gluon was not thewhole problem. One still had to demonstrate that this is exatly the gluonfrom quantum hromodynamis. In partiular it was neessary to prove thatits spin was one. Here again TASSO was the �rst. The result was publishedin a lassial paper in Physis Letters in 1980. The PLUTO ollaborationon�rmed this result a month later and the other two ollaborations soon



1743followed. There is a postsript to this part of the story. In 1995 Paul Söd-ing, Bjørn Wiik, Günter Wolf, the spokesman of the TASSO ollaboration,and Mrs Sau Lan Wu got the prestigious High Energy Physis Prize of theEuropean Physial Soiety for the �rst diret observation of the gluon.Data analysis, espeially when interesting results ome out, is usually afull time job. It was not so for Bjørn Wiik, however. In his spare time hedid muh work on aelerator physis. Of ourse, he knew everything aboutthe eletron-positron olliders he was working with, but he beame also aleading expert in the muh less studied �eld of eletron-proton olliders. Hisexpertise was so muh appreiated that in 1981 he was put in harge of theonstrution of the HERA aelerator � by far the most powerful and themost suessful eletron-proton ollider ever built. I have never worked atDESY, but many of my friends did. They brought me enthusiasti reportson how the onstrution proeeded. How few engineers were neessary torun this most ambitious and di�ult projet. How well the relations withthe loal population were arranged � with little exaggeration they laimedthat in the Hamburg region a respetable eologist is almost embarrassed, ifhe has not got a piee of aelerator under his house. How e�ient was thework and how nie the general atmosphere. This last point is partiularlyremarkable. When one optimises e�ieny, the relations between peopleare likely to beome tense. When a nie atmosphere, where everybody likeseverybody, is given priority, e�ieny often su�ers. It takes a talented leaderto ahieve both aims simultaneously.In 1992 HERA was ready. In 1993 Bjørn Wiik beame diretor generalof DESY. You should not assume that his many duties prevented him fromdoing experimental physis. He was one of the proponents of the ZEUSexperiment, the biggest experiment at HERA, and beame an ative memberof the orresponding ollaboration. What is more, he started a new ativity.He has beome one of the main driving fores behind the projet of a linearollider known now as TESLA. This is likely to lead to the onstrutionof one of the most interesting instruments of partile physis in the earlytwenty �rst entury. What is even more interesting, TESLA would be usednot only by physiists of various speialities, but also by biologists, engineersand others. This is an important novelty in the strategy of getting supportfor big researh projets. I shall stop here, beause TESLA is the subjet ofa separate talk by professor Wiik at this meeting. Kaper Zalewski


